Introduction
Almost all videos are copyright and cannot be used without permission or an exception. This includes freely available online videos. Creative Commons (CC) provides a suite of licenses which creators can apply to their videos. These operate on a “some rights reserved” model, allowing you to use the videos in certain ways without needing to ask for permission.

There are six Creative Commons licenses along with a public domain dedication mark, CC0.

Procedure
1. Search Vimeo (vimeo.com)

2. From the left side of the results click on + More filters
3. Under the **License** filter select a CC licence to limit results to videos with this licence type

![License Filter Example]

4. Click on **More** to view or confirm licence details for individual videos

![More Button Example]

5. Attribute video (not required for CC0)

![Video Attribute Example]

**Note:** Only the copyright owner can apply a CC license to a work. Avoid using works which have been uploaded by someone other than the copyright owner as they may be an infringing copy

**Contact Us**

For further support or questions, please contact the University Library on +61 8 8313 5759 or email library@adelaide.edu.au